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„In the beginning it was just one thought“

The idea: to generate and design individuality in 
combination with performance. In a branche where 
is no space for mistakes to set up a product and a 
brand which has never been there before.

The purposes: from the beginning clearly defined! 
Exclusivity, precision and quality. Every vehicle is a 
hand crafted masterpiece with character. 

Since the foundation in 1999, speedART has pur-
sued a logical strategy of growth and progress. By 
a narrow collaboration with our developing partners 
from the most different technology regions in Ger-
many and worldwide, the combination of traditional 
craftsmanship and the modern production procedu-
re is also assured for the future.

Results? Our biggest success is if you express the 
enthusiasm for your car with a smile. 

Everything that counts: perfect evolution! To go a 
step further without loosing the aims out of sight. 
That is our task.

„You have to try the impossible, to reach the possi-
ble.“
Hermann Hesse













Aerodynamic



PS9 rear spoiler for mounting on the orig. extendable rear wing for more downforce
and a sporty look. Basic colour glossy black or in carbon look, paint in car rack on request.

 Art. Nr.: P71.170.050.070 
Painting and fitting Art. Nr.: P71.170.050.070UM                 

Aerodynamic

PS9 front spoiler lip for mounting on the orig. Front apron (only for sports design) for more 
downforce and a sporty look. Basic colour glossy black or in carbon look, 
Painting in car rack on request.

 Art. Nr.: SA.P71.FSL.XX 
Painting and fitting Art. Nr.: SA.P71.FSL.XXUM                 



Mehrleistung basierend auf dem neues-
ten Stand der Technik und auf Höhe des 
Geschehens.

Alle Komponenten wie Getriebe, Kupp-
lung und Motor sind so aufeinander ab-
gestimmt, dass zu jeder Zeit die maximal 
verfügbare Kraft zur Verfügung steht. Im 
Zusammenspiel mit Aerodynamik, Fahr-
werk, Felgen, Reifen und Bremsen ent-

Engine
Power increase based on the newest stan-
dards of technics and on top of the happening.

Power in every situation, is brought to the 
PS9-650.  

All components like gearbox, clutch and engi-
ne are so attuned that at every time the ma-
ximum power is available. In cooperation with 
aerodynamic, suspension, wheels, tires and 
brakes it creates an amazing value of driving 

dynamic.

„The whole thing is more than the sum of its 
parts.“
Aristoteles



Power increase with additional ECU 
(no modification of the original motronic/ECU)

Panamera 3,0l: + 35 hp & + 60 NM
 Art. Nr.: P71.PB.30ST
Fitting Art. Nr.: P71.PB.30STUM                  

Panamera 4 Hybrid: + 45 hp & + 70 NM 
 Art. Nr.: P71.PB.HYB4 
Fitting Art. Nr.: P71.PB.HYB4UM                      

Panamera 4 S: + 45 hp & + 60 NM
 Art. Nr.: P71.PB.29TS 
Fitting Art. Nr.: P71.PB.29TSUM                     

Panamera 4 S Diesel: + 50 hp & + 90 NM
 Art. Nr.: P71.PB.4SDI  
Fitting Art. Nr.: P71.PB.4SDIUM                        

Panamera Turbo: + 60 hp & 100 NM
 Art. Nr.: P71.PB.TURB 
Fitting Art. Nr.: P71.PB.TURBUM                     

Panamera Turbo S Hybrid: + 60 hp & 100 NM
 Art. Nr.: P71.PB.TURH  
Fitting Art. Nr.: P71.PB.TURHUM                       

Engine power increase

http://www.speedart-tuning.de/2008/fileadmin/videos/Videos_new/2018/speedART_Power-Box_Porsche_Panamera_4_Hybrid.mp4


Active sound system for all Panamera type 971 (except Hybrid models): 
individual adjustable V8 sound

 Art. Nr.: P71.ASS.SOUN 
Fitting Art. Nr.: P71.ASS.SOUNUM                     

Sound

Active sound vibration for all Panamera 971 Hybrid: sportive sound booster, individual adjustable, 
optional also for E-Mode or only in combination with a combustor

 Art. Nr.: P71.ASV.SOUN  
Fitting Art. Nr.: P71.ASV.SOUNUM               

http://www.speedart-tuning.de/2008/fileadmin/videos/Videos_new/2018/speedART_Active_Sound_Porsche_971_Turbo.mp4


Suspension
Optimum transmission, high cornering speed, 
controlable at the limits and a safe driveability. 

Sportive or comfortable! We do the setup like 
you wish. Modern suspensions with active 
controled systems are offering still an optimi-
zing of driveability because the most series 
suspensions are a compromise of sportive 
and comfort.
We can offer you various opportunities from 
comfortable suspension to complete adjus-

table coilover systems. 

A brilliant cooperation between our develop-
ment partner and test drivers is setting us in 
the lucky position to go on moving the limits of 
driving physics in your favor.



Suspension

Electronical lowering module for vehicles with airride-suspension, the vehicle can be more lowered for 
25-35 mm. All height levels are still available. 

 Art. Nr.: P71.350.002.ELW   
Fitting Art. Nr.: P71.350.002.ELWUM           



Form follows function or reversed, just how 
you wish. Give your car an individual taste.

No matter if one piece forged or modular. Bet-
ween different variants and types can be cho-
sen. 

Also we can offer individual paint jobs or pow-
der coatings of wheel center, wheel lip and 
wheel bed in various colors. For sportive and 
race driving we have weight reduced wheels 

in our product range.  

Another enhancement in value you can reach 
with our harmonic wheel designs. Strong con-
tours or smooth curves are creating a special 
and personal appearance of your car and 
highlight the claims of sportive elegance.

„The normality is a paved street, you can go 
well on it, however, there grow no flowers on 
her.“
Vincent van Gogh 

Wheels



LSC - FORGED 22“

LSC - FORGED wheel front axle  

LSC - FORGED wheel, 3-piece screwed, forged center
Front axle: 9,5 x 22“ 

   Art. Nr.: P11.LSC.110.010 

LSC - FORGED wheel rear axle  

LSC - FORGED wheel, 3-piece screwed, forged center
Rear axle: 11 x 22“

   Art. Nr.: P11.LSC.110.020 

LSC - FORGED wheelset  

LSC - FORGED wheelset, 3-piece screwed, forged center
FA: 9,5 x 22“ with 265/30 ZR22, RA: 11 x 22“ with 305/25 ZR22
Tire Continental Sport Contact 3

   Art. Nr.: P11.LSC.210.PAN 



Interior
Fabric, leather and microfiber and also car-
bon, stainless steel, aluminium and wood. In 
combination with entertainment and multime-
dia. Various forms and colors in any thinkable 
version.

Also here the best materials are used and 
technology on the newest state of the things. 
No matter whether tone in tone, Bi-color or a 
mix from the respective materials, in creating 
the interior there are nearly no borders placed. 

In the course of the years all this only became 
possible by an intensive collaboration with the 
most different companies who have specia-
lized themself in individualizing interiors.  

Here it is exclusively pure manual labour and 
the standards in quality and processing are 
exceptionally high. Please notice that a listing 
of all products and variations in the interior is 
in this prospect not possible because of the 
large ammount of opportunities.

Please send us your enquiry direct to info@
speedART.de. We will send you as soon as 
possible our response and a detailed offer.

„Temptations you should give in. Who knows  
if they come back!“
Oscar Wilde



 

Individual interior design in leather or 
Alcantara with coloured stitchings 
incl. upholstered Sport steering wheels
and many more. 
Details and prices on request: info@speedart.de
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